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Andrei is a native of the California Bay Area & Ohio with original 
roots in Romania. Today Andrei considers Las Vegas his home 
after living there for the past 15 years. He has been working in 
the entertainment industry since his early twenties. After 
graduating college, in Ohio, he wasted no time in packing his 

car and heading to Los Angeles. He quickly started with Arrival Entertainment and was 
the set designer for "Urban Jungle" released by Artisan Entertainment, and a few other 
projects that taught him the fundamentals of production. From there he picked up and 
migrated to Las Vegas, opened up a boutique multimedia production company in 2005. 
He started a family and since then hasn't looked back. 
 
Andrei's main passion is producing. He has an impressive library of films and television 
series under his belt and has worked in varying degrees, and positions, in the industry 
over his lifetime. He has provided his voice and acting talents to numerous film and 
commercial projects for the likes of "Lifetime Television", "Lions Gate Films". He was a 
Grip for quite a few years and has created the mood and ambiance for Celine Dion and 
her video "Taking Chances", commercials for companies such as "Courvoisier",  
"Smiths/Kroger" and "Feather Falls Casino". As the Director and the Director of 
Photography, his job has always been to bring something creative and magical to the 
table and at the same time ensure the footage looks great, is manageable, can tell the 
story accurately and that the original vision hasn't been compromised in any way, and 
he takes it very seriously. A few of his recent Directing and DP projects include "Just 
Dance 2", "Just Dance Kids", "Who Wants to be a Millionaire", "Family Feud", 
"Hollywood Squares" and "$10,000 Pyramid" commercial campaigns for Ubisoft and the 
Wii, the reality show "Bikini USA" for USA Networks, a documentary project for "The 
Guess Who", commercial spots for "Tanqueray" and the "XFA". His greatest 
contribution to any production is when he assumes the role of Production Manager / 
Producer. With his vast, 20 year, network of professionals and talented employees, his 
talent for getting anything and everything a production may ever need and for an 
aggressively competitive price, there isn't anything he and his team can't accomplish, 
and in the shortest amounts of time. Most recently he managed Discovery HD Theater's 
documentary "Birth of a Racer", MTV's reality concept "Ambush Karaoke", and the 
feature film "Hula God's".  
 
Andrei's experience with film, television, acting, directing, lighting, shot composition, 
staffing, pre & post production make him an essential part of his own company along 
with anyone else's. You will find him working on each and every project, ensuring that 
the client's needs are not just met but constantly exceeded.  
 
 
 
  


